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Filtering is one of the fundamental problems in the theory of stochastic dynamical systems which has
attracted the attention of researchers in applied mathematics, control theory, and computational methods. A
recently compiled book [1] provides an overview of the developments carried out in the area of filtering theory
since its inception. While the problem is relatively well-studied for linear dynamical systems with closed
form solutions, the analysis and implementation of nonlinear filters has proven to be a rather challenging
problem.

In this project, we are concerned with stochastic dynamical systems of the following form:

dxt = f(xt) dt+G(xt) dωt (1a)

dzt = h(xt) dt+ dηt, (1b)

where (xt)t⩾0 is an Rn-valued diffusion process describing the state, and (zt)t⩾0 describes an Rp-valued
continuous-time observation process. It is assumed that, for each t ⩾ 0, ωt and ηt are standard Wiener
processes of appropriate dimension. For many applications, it is of interest to consider the discretized, and
noisy, observation process:

yτNt
= h(x(τNt

)) + ντNt
, t ⩾ 0.

Our goal is to construct the estimate x̂t, which minimizes the mean square estimation error, using the
observations Zt := {dz(s) | s ⩽ t}, or Yt := {yτk | τk ⩽ t}. Some recent work in our group provides filtering
algorithms with discrete observations, along with stability analysis, for a class of nonlinear systems [5],
for distributed observation process with switching graph topology [4], and more recently particle filters for
efficient computational purposes [6].

Motivated by the current research trends at the intersection of machine learning, systems theory, and
data-driven design methods, the objective of this project is to study the filtering problem for nonlinear
stochastic systems in similar settings. Our previous work on filtering with discrete observations relies on
knowledge of the model, but some recent work has initiated filter design by using techniques based on neural
networks without system data [2]. On the other hand, some algorithms in machine learning can also be shown
equivalent to filtering algorithms for a certain class of dynamics [3]. In the same spirit, the project aims at
exploring other possible techniques for filter design which require minimal knowledge of system dynamics,
are computationally efficient, and provide reliable state estimates using discrete observations only.

The candidate applying for the postdoc is required to have a PhD with speciality in systems and control
theory. The knowledge of stochastic systems is also very important for this project. Some familiarity with
optimization methods and machine learning techniques would also be useful for this project.
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